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New Opportunities for Automated Reasoning

o The internet hosts a huge store of information.
o Which we cannot afford to ignore.

o Automated reasoning can infer new information from old. 
o To discover new knowledge.
o No restriction on inference mechanisms.

o Inference can combine deduction with induction and abduction. 
o For instance, regression, to form new functions. 

o But there are new challenges to address.



New Challenges
o Too many potential axioms.
o Drawn from a diversity of sources.
o We need dynamically to choose a subset from which to infer. 
o But limiting statically to a small, safe subset is too restrictive.

o Some information is in a depleted state.
o For instance, due to restriction of RDF to triples or, sometimes, quads. 
o So needs be augmented, e.g., time, units.

o Information is stored in diverse formats: RDF, DLs, DBs, NL.
o To combine this information it must be dynamically curated into a common format.
o New information is accruing too fast for static curation

o Information on the internet is noisy.
o And statistical inference is also uncertain.
o We need to estimate and propagate uncertainty values.
o And report them to users.



Implementation: GORT

o The GORT System (Guesstimation with Ontologies 
and Reasoning Techniques) implemented and 
extended by various UG4 & MSc students.
o Solving Guesstimation Problems Using the Semantic Web: 

Four Lessons from an Application. Alan Bundy and 
Gintautas Sasnauskas and Michael Chan, Semantic Web 
Journal, pp1-14, IOS Press, 2013.

o Solves guesstimation problems, e.g., What 
proportion of the UK would need to be covered by 
solar panels to cover all the its electricity needs?



GORT: Four Lessons

1. Inference can unleash the Semantic Web.
2. The Semantic Web does not constrain the inference 

mechanisms. 
3. Curation must be dynamic.
4. Own up to uncertainty.



Implementation: RIF

o The RIF System (Rich Inference Framework) implemented by Kwabena 
(Kobby) Nuamah for his PhD.
o Functional Inferences Over Heterogeneous Data. Nuamah, K., Bundy, A. & Lucas, C. 

26 Aug 2016 Web Reasoning and Rule Systems: International Conference on Web 
Reasoning and Rule Systems (RR 2016). Springer International Publishing, p. 159-166 
8 p. (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS); vol. 9898)

o Nested queries and prediction:
o What was the GDP in 2010 of the country predicted to have the largest total 

population in Europe in 2018? 
o Represented as logical formula, not yet natural language.



RIF: Architecture



Example: Prediction

o What will population of UK be in 2025?

o This information unlikely to be currently stored.

o Can use regression and extrapolation from known data to make prediction. 

o UK census data available from each decade: 1901, 1911, 1921, …

o Use regression to infer a function. 

o Extrapolate to 2025.



Addressing Challenges: RIF
o Backwards inference from query identifies those facts required to 
instantiate leaves of search tree. 
o Applies proof planning. 

o Uses frames as flexible normal form into which to curate diverse 
data formats. 
o Combines deduction, arithmetic, statistics and functional inference. 
o Estimates uncertainty based on source reliability and inference 
methods used.
o Reports to user as an error bar on answer.



RIF Inference
o Look-up fact, using synonyms, if necessary. Otherwise, decompose and 
recurse. 
o From Internet or cache.
o Curate into frame normal form.

o Queries decomposed to grow search tree to leaves.
o Temporal decomposition, e.g., to extrapolate from previous values to future value using regression. 
o Geospatial decomposition, e.g., to sum values for countries to get value for continent.

o Propagate variable instantiations from leaves to root. 
o Aggregation operation associated with each decomposition, e.g., regress, sum, max/min, 

mean/median, set comprehension, function application, etc.

o Propagate uncertainty value from leaves to root, via uncertain inference 
methods, e.g., regression. 
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RIF Frame Normal Form

o Frames are sets of attribute value pairs,
o E.g., {<subject,uk>, <property, population>, <object, 63,182,000>, <time,2011>}
o Equivalent to reified RDF, but in more accessible form.

o Label nodes in search tree, 
o where they usually contain variables representing uninstantiated values. 

o Dual role of normalisation and enrichment.
o Normal form for diverse formats: RDF, DB, DL, etc.
o Enrichment by augmenting data with additional fields, e.g., time, units.
o Also used to store aggregate operation and uncertainty value in search tree 
nodes. 



RIF Functional Inference

o Function objects formed by regression, and can then be subject to 
inference. 
o Function application with new values to extrapolate and interpolate. 
o Intersections between two graphs, e.g., when will f exceed g.
o Differentiation to find rate of change function. 
o Integration to calculate area under graph, 
o But care needed on type of function, e.g., integrating population graph is 

meaningless. 

o Calculus is RIF work in progress.



RIF: Uncertainty

o Uses coefficient of variation (CoV): ratio of standard deviation to mean. 
o Assume Gaussian distribution of error. 
o Can regard CoV as error bar on answer. 

o Prior CoV of source KB estimated by comparing the same fact from different sources. 
o Then incrementally updating using Bayesian inference.

o Favour high quality sources, e.g., Dbpedia, WorldBank, Wikidata.

o Some aggregation operations introduce uncertainty too.
o E.g. regression. Use mean squared error to estimate CoV contribution. 

o CoVs propagated from leaves to root, and reported with final answer. 

o In future, may reduce CoV by combining answers from multiple independent proofs.



RIF Evaluation

o Evaluate accuracy by leave one out experiments: 
o I.e., remove answer from KB and compare it with RIF’s inferred answer. 
o Success if answer within RIF’s error bar.
o Success rate in 70-90% range. 

o Compare success rate with rival QA systems: RIF significantly better. 

o Evaluate uncertainty estimate by plotting CoV against deviation 
from correct answer.
o Good correlation. Roughly linear relation. 



Comparison to ATP
ATP

o A few certain axioms.

o More rules than facts.

o Uniform format.

o Deductive inference.

o All information present.

o Killer app: verification.

RIF

o Lots of uncertain information.

o Lots of facts, few rules.

o Diverse formats. Need normal form.

o Deduction + induction + abduction.

o Depleted information. Need to enrich.

o Killer app: query answering.



Issues: Enrichment

Where can we find missing information, e.g., time, units?

oTime information is sometimes given in the query.
o Or can default to the current time. 
o But it might be available in the wider context.

o Units are constrained by the measurement type, e.g., lengths can’t be in 
kilograms.
o The context can help, e.g., all Volkswagen car dimensions are in mm.
o In the GORT system we used ratios between metric and imperial units to help us guess.

o This is an open and hard issue that needs more work. 



Abduction of Units in GORT
o Suppose we want to know length of typical car. 
o SINDICE query (∗, length, X), where * is constrained to be of type ‘automobile’.
o Plot and cluster values of X.

o Compare mean values of clusters.
o Abduce that units are millimetres, inches and metres, respectively. 
o Convert to SI unit (metres) and normalise to single digit = 4 x 101.



Issues: Interface

o Currently, input to RIF is by logical formula.
o But hard for non-specialist to use.

o Open-ended natural language still a hard research question. 
o Could use restricted grammar tuned to queries that can be answered.
o But how can user learn this grammar?

o Use form-filling based interface.
o Embodying the restricted grammar.
o This is RIF work in progress.

o Build nested queries in stages with a parse tree of forms. 
o Each form must output the inputs needed by its parent form, e.g., variables.

o Could be translated to and from natural language 
o both to check query and to provide answer. 



GORT Drag & Drop Interface



Conclusion

o Huge opportunity to apply ATP to infer new knowledge from internet data.

o Presents new challenges to ATP:
o Choosing a few axioms from huge store.
o Dynamically curating axioms into a common form and enriching with implicit/missing 

information.
o Dealing with uncertainty in both knowledge sources and inference methods. 
o Supplying user-friendly interface. 

o But presents exciting new opportunities.
o Free information retrieval from factoid look-up.
o Combine deduction, induction and abduction. 
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